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Abstract— In this paper we consider the (mapping) problem
of combining noisy benthic contour observations acquired by
ego-centric perception sensors installed on a mobile underwater
robot, in order to produce an overall uncertain representation
of the observed contour. We are interested in propagating a rep-
resentation where knowledge of theshape of the contour is well
separated from the dynamical parameters of the observer (scale,
orientation). We draw on fundamental results from Kendall’s
Shape Theory to design a finite approximation to the optimal
Bayes estimator. The estimator presented is able to iteratively
update an approximation to probability distributions in the non-
Euclidean shape space, by considering a local representation in
the tangent space of one of its points. Simulation results are
presented that illustrate the behavior of the algorithm.

I. I NTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the definition of environment-referred
underwater navigation systems, where the geometric features
of the workspace are explored for self-positioning of an
autonomous platform, alleviating its dependency on eitherthe
presence of auxiliary acoustic equipment installed at calibrated
positions, or the need of periodic returns to the surface
to perform GPS fixes. In the ocean, the most stable and
informative geometric features (as fas as the global position of
the platform is concerned, we are not considering here the fine
relative positioning of a robot with respect to objects placed in
its immediate vicinity) are the large scale geometric primitives
such as the boundaries between distinct regions of the sea
bottom. Due to the limited range of underwater sensors, the
global shape of these features can usually be acquired only
by displacing the robot along them. Since perceptual sensors
such as sonar and video cameras are ego-centric, i.e., their
measures are defined in a coordinate system attached to the
sensor, co-referencing of the data received during observation
must implicitly or explicitly compensate for platform motion
during data acquisition, and thus errors in the evaluation of
robot motion during observation translate into deformations
of the learned maps. To robustly and efficiently use the map
information in the future it is important that the uncertainty
in the acquired maps be explicitly represented: it indicates the
amount of tolerance when matching future perceptions of the
same feature to the mapped information, and enables coherent
incorporation of subsequent data to decrease map uncertainty.

In this paper we consider the (mapping) problem of
combining noisy observations benthic contour representations
acquired by ego-centric perception sensors installed on an

autonomous underwater robot, in order to produce an overall
uncertain representation of the observed contour. Contrary to
previous work on the problem of simultaneous navigation and
mapping, which consider the registration of point features, our
work directly considers that the map elements are extended
spatial features, in our case contours of regions of the sea
bottom. This distinction is analogous to the difference between
raster and vector geographical maps: the latter are more
efficient and manageable representations than the former.

We wish to separate the characterization of theshapeand
of the location and orientationof the mapped contours. This
choice is motivated by the observation that for data acquired
along a linear trajectory (as it is the case for underwater
robots) and perception ranges that do not allow the simulta-
neous perception of several map elements (strongly myopic
sensors), the individual elements of the optimal Bayesian
map representation are weakly coupled, by only an uncertain
rigid motion (composition of a translation and a rotation),the
uncertainty affecting the geometric characteristics of distinct
elements being independent of the uncertainty about the shape
of the other map elements. The map can thus be visualized as
a set of nodes linked by uncertain rigid motions, each node
containing the uncertain description of the shape of one object.
The problem addressed in this paper is the acquisition of one
of these nodes: anuncertain contour. We do not address here
the problem of co-registering several contours.

We consider one step further in the map decomposition, by
factoring the representation about the scale and orientation of
each contour from its actual shape attributes, with the goal
of exploiting the latter to robustly recognize an object from
any orientation and/or altitude above sea bottom. The node
elements thus contain separate descriptions of the uncertainty
affecting theshapeand of the more ”metric” characteristics
of the contours they code. We follow Kendall’sShape Theory,
defining shape as those properties that are invariant with
respect to scale change, translation and rotation. It can be
shown that for 2D shapes, the shape space defined in this
way is an analytical manifold of an ambient Euclidean space,
whose geometry has been the subject of several studies [1]–
[3]. The problem of mapping a contourshape is then formally
solved by propagating a probability distribution for the ob-
served contour directly in thenon-Euclideanshape space. In
the paper, we present an approximation of the optimal Bayes
processor, able to evolve probability distributions in this non-



Euclidean setting. The approach is based on the application
to this problem of the formalism ofparticle filters [5], which
dynamically update the localization of a set of points in shape
space, that collectively reflects the posterior probability of
the shapes given the observed configurations of points. The
application of Kendall’s theory to this problem requires some
modifications, in particular due to the fact that we do not
observe the entire contour at each acquisition time, and that the
total length of the contour (the number of points required to
represent it) is not known beforehand. The preliminary study
presented here does not address these issues, and the problem
of iteratively extending the number of contour points is the
subject of current work.

The paper is organized as follows. We start in section II
by presenting the basic facts from Shape Spaces according to
the work of Kendall and others [1], [6]. Section III formally
states the optimal estimation problem that is addressed in the
paper. In section IV we apply the particle filter approach to
the contour estimation problem. Section V presents simulation
results of the estimation structure proposed. Finally, section VI
summarizes the results of the paper and lists topics of current
and future study.

II. D EFINITION OF SHAPE SPACES

According to the seminal definition of Kendall [1], the shape
of a finite set of labelled points is the set of characteristics
that remain when scale, translation and rotations are filtered
out. We consider here the definition of shape of a set of
k points in m-dimensional Euclidean space (later we will
consider thatm = 2, restricting thus to planar shapes: in a first
approximation, this setting is sufficient to address the problem
of representing the shape of benthic ocean contours). LetX
be thek × m real matrix whose lines are the coordinates of
the individual points in them-dimensional space:

X =







XT
1
...

XT
k






, Xi ∈ Rm. (1)

We can obtain a representation that is invariant with respect
to translation by considering thecentered configuration

X ′ =







X ′T

1
...

X ′T

k






, (2)

that collects the coordinates of the centered points:

X ′
i = Xi − G, (3)

whereC is thecentro idof the configuration:

G =
1

k

k
∑

i=1

Xi (4)

where the sum is the usual sum inm-dimensional real vector
space. Note that since we have centered the configuration, the
rank of X̃ ′ is at most(k − 1), and we can define a reduced

representation, for instance by dropping one of its lines. A
common approach is to use the(k − 1) × k) matrix obtained
by taking the lastk − 1 lines of the Helmert matrix, that we
denote byH (for details see for instance [2]), obtaining the
m × (k − 1) matrix X̃ that is a representative of the initial
configuration modulo translation and scaling factors:

X̃ ′ = HX ′. (5)

Our shape space must identify two configurations that differ
only by a scale factor, so that we consider next the following
centered and normalizedversion of the initial configuration:

X̃ =







X̃T
1
...

X̃T
k






, (6)

where eachm-dimensional vectorX̃i is given by

αX̃i =
1

α
X ′

i =
1

α
(Xi − G) , (7)

and

α2 =

k
∑

i=1

∣

∣

∣
|X̃ ′

i

∣

∣

∣
|2. (8)

The set of centered and normalized configurations ofk points
in m dimensions is called thepre-shapespace, and is usually
denoted bySm,k.

Since
∣

∣

∣
|X̃

∣

∣

∣
| = 1, the pre-shape spaceSm,k can be seen to

be the unit sphere of them×(k−1) real Euclidean space, that
is, a smooth manifold of dimensionmk − m − 1 of constant
unit curvature.

The shape spaceΣm,k is finally obtained as the quotient
of the pre-shape space by the action of the special orthogonal
groupSO(m) acting on the left on the elements ofRm. The
action of this group splits the pre-shape space in a set of non-
intersectingfibers: the orbits of one of its elements under the
action of SO(m). Each such fiber (the equivalence class of
Sm,k modulo the action ofSO(m)) is a shape. We denote by
[X] the shape corresponding to the pre-shapeX̃:

[X] =
{

gX̃ ∈ Sm,k, g ∈ SO(m)
}

. (9)

It can be seen that fork ≥ m + 1 the dimension of the shape
space ism(m−1)−1−1/2m(m−1) [6].The projection that
maps fibers (subsets of the pre-shapeSm,k) to points (in the
shape spaceΣm,k) is (over the non-singular part of the pre-
shape space) a Riemmanian submersion: each pair of tangent
vectors at any pre-shape on a given fiber, with the property
of being orthogonal to the fiber, will map to a pair of tangent
vectors at the image of the fiber in the shape space, these last
tangent vectors having the same inner product as the original
horizontal pair.

It is possible to define coordinates directly in the shape
space, for instance by considering the alignment of one of
the points of the pre-shape with a fixed reference direction.
This approach has been used by Kendall in its study of the
geometry of triangles [1].



Some shape spaces have special topological properties. Of
special interest to us is the casem = 2, by considering the
identification of points in the 2-dimensional real Euclidean
space with the elements of the complex plane. Under this
identification, we associate each of the2-dimensionalk points
with a single complex point:

Xi =
[

Xi,1 Xi,2

]

↔ X?
i = Xi,1 + jXi, 2, (10)

and thus each configurationX is a point in thek-dimensional
complex space. It is then easy to show that the shape space
Σ2,k is the complex projective space of dimensionk − 2,
with cross-sectional curvature equal to 4. In this paper we
will consider planar shapes, and make extensive use of the
complex representation.

The shape space can be made into a metric space by a
suitable definition of distance, see e.g. [2]. Several alternative
distances can be defined in the shape space. Of special interest
to us will be theProcrustean distance, that we introduce next.

The sphere has a standard Riemannian metric, in which the
distance is measured along great circular arcs (which are the
geodesics of the sphere):

d
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SinceSO(m) is compact, and thus so are its orbits, the shape
spaceΣ2,k has a natural induced Hopf metric as the minimum
distance between any two corresponding preshapes:

ρ ([X], [Y ]) = min
g∈SO(m)

d
(

X̃, gỸ
)

.

It can be seen that the distance between shapes is equivalently
written in terms of thepseudo-singular valuesλi (see [6] for
the exact definition of these) of̃Y X̃T :

ρ ([X], [Y ]) =

m
∑

i=1

λi (11)

The Procrustes distance between two shapes[X1] and [x2]
is induced from the chordal distance on the sphere. It is
also defined as a minimal distance between the corresponding
orbits in the pre-shape space:

ρP

(

X̃, Ỹ
)

= min
g∈SO(m)

tr

[

(

X̃ − gỸ
) (

X̃ − gỸ
)T

]

(12)

which can be seen to be related to the Riemannian metric of
the shape space:

ρP ([X], [Y ]) = 2 [1 − cos (ρ ([X], [Y ]))] ,

and thus the two metrics define the same topology.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

For linear Euclidean spacesE it is well known that the
minimal mean square error estimate of a random variable
x ∈ E given dataY is the mean of the posterior density
p(x|Y ). Application of this definition to non-linear spaces, like
the shape space considered in the previous section usually lead
to estimates that do not belong to the domain of variation of the

random variable, with no intrinsic meaning with respect to the
estimation problem being solved. One possible generalization
of the minimum mean square error criterion for random vari-
ables defined in general metric spaces,(M,ρ) is the Fréchet
[6] mean of a random variableξ with is probability measure
µ on M , which is the solution of the following minimization
problem:

x̂Frechet = arg min
x∈M

1

2

∫

M

ρ2(x, y)dµ(y) (13)

A related notion is that of aCartan mean, which is only
a local minimizer of the integral in the equation above. In
this paper, using the discrete measure approximation to the
posterior density that is propagated by particle filters (see next
section), we consider a finite-dimensional version of the above
equation:

x̂ = arg min
x∈M

1

L

L
∑

i

wiρ
2(x, xi), (14)

wherewi is theweightof the particlexi.
Note that the Maximum a posterior estimate remains a

meaningful estimation criterion, that always leads to estimates
belonging to the domain of the random variable:

x̂MAP = xi?

, i? = arg max
i=1,...,L

wi. (15)

Having defined an estimation criterion, we turn now to state
the estimation problem considered in the paper. We consider
that we are given noisy observations, by a possibly moving
observer, of a set of labelled points in a planar contour.
Let k denote the number of labelled points observed (that
we consider fixed), andXi denote thei-th observed point.
Since we consider points in the plane, we use the complex
representation of the original configurations, such that our
original observations at any time are ak-dimensional complex
vector, grouping the two Cartesian coordinates of the points
in the plane in a fixed world frame. For the shape estimation
problem we consider that the observations at timet are the
centeredversions of the original noisy configurations, that we
represent by thek − 1 dimensional vector with components

Y t
i = Xt

i−1 −
1

k

k
∑

j=1

Xt
k, , i = 1, . . . , k − 1, (16)

(note that we dropped the first point, which is linearly de-
termined by the otherk − 1 points, since we centered the
configuration) where

Xt
i =

[

Xt
ix

Xt
iy

]

= rtRφtX̃0 + nit
(17)

where rt > 0 is a possibly varying real scale factor,φt a
possibly time-dependent rotation angle,X̃0 a representative of
theshapeof the observed set of points, andni,t, i = 1, k are a
set of possibly correlated 2-dimensional zero-mean Gaussian
observation noises for eacht. We assume, however, that the



sets of2k noise variables are white (uncorrelated for distinct
values oft).

Given the increasing set of observationsYt =
{Y 1, . . . , Y t}, our goal is to iteratively update an estimate of
the shapeX̃0. As we briefly discussed before, this involves
propagating the posterior density of the shape given the noisy
observations. The scale and orientation parameters act in our
observation model as nuisance parameters. For this reason,
we in fact propagate the joint density of the shape, scale and
rotation parameters̃X0, r

t, φt. We assume that the scale and
orientation parameters, which are determined by motions of
the observer with respect to the plane containing the contour
being observed, are realizations of statistically independent
known Markov models, with transition kernelsp(rt+1|rt) and
p(φt+1|φt), and initial densitiesp(r1) andp(φ1), respectively,

It is known that if their concentration parameters are large,
most modal probability distributions in shape space can be
well approximated by Gaussian densities in the tangent space
to the distribution mode [2]. We consider here this high con-
centration situation, and approximate the posterior distribution
in shape space by the distribution induced by a density in the
tangent space to its mode, which is an Euclidean space. In
our planar shape case, the shape space has (real) dimension
2k − 4 (one dimension less that the pre-shape sphere, which
has dimension2(k − 1) − 1 = 2k − 3).

Let µ̃t be the a complexk − 1-dimensional pre-shape
representative of the mode of the shape distribution at time
t. The projection of a shape[Y ] in the tangent space atµt

can be obtained by taking any of the pre-shapes representing
it, say Ỹ , aligning it with µ̃t, which is done in our case by
scalar multiplication byθ(Ỹ , µt) defined by1:

cos θ
(

Ỹ , µ̃t
)

=
∣

∣

∣
Ỹ H µ̃t

∣

∣

∣

(since the pre-shape vectors are unit-norm), obtaining

Ỹ ′ = ejθ(Ỹ ,µ̃t)Ỹ (18)

and then projecting it on the orthogonal complement ofµ̃t:

TỸ ,µ̃t =
(

Ik−1 − µ̃tµ̃tH
)

Ỹ ′.

The representation of the tangent vector in the previous equa-
tion has (complex) dimensionk−1, equal to the ambient space
of the pre-shape sphere. A local minimal coordinate system
for the tangent space is obtained by considering thek − 2
complex orthogonal basis of the tangent space atµ̃t consisting
of thek−2 eigenvectors of the orthogonal projection matrix in
equation (18). LetU t denote the(k−1)×(k−2) matrix whose
columns are these eigenvectors. We consider the following
complex k − 2-dimensional tangent space representation of
[Y ]:

t[Y ],µ̃t = U tH

TỸ ,µ̃t , (19)

where TỸ ,µ̃t is given by the previous equation. The original
element of the pre-shape sphere is simply obtained by

Ỹ =
(

1 − ||t[Y ],µ̃t ||2
)1/2

µ̃t + U tt[Y ],µ̃t . (20)

1
X

H denotes the conjugate transpose of the complex vector/matrixX

Note that this last equation implies that||t[Y ],µ̃t || ≤ 1, and thus
only tangent vectors in the unit sphere of the tangent space
are correctly mapped to the pre-shape sphere by the previous
expression. This confirms that our results only hold under an
assumption of highly concentrated distributions, as we stated
previously.

We describe in the next section how the density in the
tangent space is propagated by a particle filter.

IV. PARTICLE FILTERS IN TANGENT SHAPE SPACE

Particle filters [7] are a flexible and general purpose ap-
proach to approximate the optimal filtering equations, which
do not have a closed-form solution for non-linear or non-
Gaussian problems in infinite-dimensional state spaces. The
posterior density is represented at each iteration as a cloud of
particles with associated weights, that can be considered as an
importance sample from the posterior density. Under suitable
conditions, it can be shown that the solution converges to the
optimal solution when the number of particles tends to infinity.

Consider that the prior knowledge about the distribution of
the shape[X0] is represented by a finite setL of pre-shapes
X̃i

0, i = 1, . . . , L (we will come later to the determination of
this initial set of pre-shapes for our problem). Letµ0 denote
the Procrustes mean of this set of shapes:

µ0 = arg min
||µ||=1

µH
L

∑

i=1

X̃i
0X̃

iH

0 µ.

Our initial distribution in shape space is the distribution
induced by the distribution represented by the projectionsti0
of the pre-shapes̃Xi

0 in the tangent to shape space atµ0, as
determined by equation (19).

In same way, we consider that initial knowledge about
the scale factors and the orientations are expressed byL-
dimensional setsr1

i , φ1
i , i = 1, . . . , L.

It is well known that the optimal Bayesian filter propagates
the posterior density by iterating the two steps ofprediction
and filtering. We briefly present below the simpler implemen-
tation of a particle filter. For details the reader is referred to
[7]. We assume that the set of particles with complete state
st

i = (ti0, r
t
i , φ

t
i), i = 1, . . . , L is a random sample of the joint

shape, scale and orientation prediction density, so that they all
have equal weights:wt

i = 1/L. In the filtering step, we must
produce a sample from the posterior density. This is obtained
in two steps:

1) first the weight of each particle is updated according to
the observation model (17):

βt
i =

wt
ip(Yt|s

t
i)

∑L
j=1 wt

ip(Yt|st
i)

(21)

which in our case is a Gaussian density defined in the
space of complexk − 1-dimensional centered configu-
rations.

2) next, a new set of particles is drawn by drawing with
replacement from the distributionβt

i , and set the weights
of the particles uniform:wt+1

i = 1/L. This resampling
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Fig. 1. True shape corresponding to the observations in Figure 2.

step is introduce to overcome problems with particle
degeneracy.

In the prediction step, the set of particles is perturbed in
order to obtain a sample from the prediction density. Since we
assume that the contour is static, only the rotation and scale
parameters of each particle are updated, using knowledge of
the Markov transition kernels mentioned above, i.e.,

rt+1
i ∼ p(rt+1|rt

i), φt+1
i ∼ p(φt+1|φt

i).

These two steps are iterated for each new observation. At any
time, the optimal joint estimate can be obtained using (13) or
the maximum a posteriori criterion.

In the next section we present preliminary examples of
simulations of this filter.

V. EXAMPLES

We show in this section simulations of the filter-
ing/estimation approach discussed in the previous section.
According to the model presented in section III, we considered
realizations of the observation model (17), using a first-order
Markov model for both the scale and rotation parameters.
Observations of the manually defined “true” shape in Figure
1 are shown in Figure 2. The strong level of observation
noise (considered isotropic and statistically independent at
each point of the shape) is clearly visible. Moreover, the
stochastic scale factor and rotation angle further complicate
the estimation problem.

For this example, we considered the propagation ofM = 50
particles that represent the joint posterior density in thetangent
to shape space, the positive real scale factor domain, and the
rotation angle. The preshape corresponding to the “minimum
mean square error” defined by equation (13) obtained a after
observation of the 100 randomly scaled and rotated noisy
versions shown in Figure 2 is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows how the filter tracks the orientation angle
of the shape: the curve in red is the true orientation (used
in model (17) to generate the data), and the green line
is the estimated orientation (in radians). In this simulation
we switched off the stochastic variation of the scale, and
considered a shape define with a larger number of points
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Fig. 2. Noisy, randomly scaled and rotated observations of the shape in
Figure 1.
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Fig. 3. Final estimate using the data shown in Figure 2.

(12). The number of particles was correspondingly increased
to M = 150. The corresponding observations are represented
in Figure 5.

To concentrate the particle directly in the interesting regions
of the state space, we use the first observation to randomly
draw samples on the pre-shape sphere, together with selected
values for the scale and rotation parameters, compute their
Procrustes mean, and consider this point of the pre-shape as
the pole for the definition of the tangent space on which we
propagate the density function on the shape space.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented work on the use of the theory of the shape of
k labelled configurations, proposing a finite approximation to
the optimal Bayes estimator to the problem (particle filters).
We showed how this formalism enables us to propagate
a density that approximates, in one of its tangent planes,
concentrated distributions in the non-Euclidean shape space.
We could have tried to apply the formalism directly on the
shape space. Working in the tangent space has the advantage
of manipulating representations of smaller dimension. Figure 6
shows the result of applying this technique to a shape defined
by a much larger number of points (20), for which the input
data is shown in 7. As in he simulations considered in Figs. 4
and 5, no stochastic variation of the scae factor was considered
in this case.
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Fig. 4. Tracking of configuration orientation for the data shown in Figure
5.
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Fig. 5. Data set used in the simulation illustrated in Figure 4.

As we can see, the filter has problem in converging to
the true shape in this case, although its main characteristics
are well captured by the estimate. This difficulty is linked
to the very large size of the state state in this case, for
which a much larger number of particles would be required
to effectively approximate the optimal Bayes processor. We
are currently working on an alternatives to the complete
Monte-Carlo approach presented here, based on analytically
approximation by mixtures of Gaussian densities at several
distinct points of the fiber bundle of the shape space.

The context of the work reported here is environment-
referred navigation of autonomous underwater robots. The
application of the approach presented here to this practical
problem requires dropping some of the simplifying assump-
tions considered here, mainly the one the fact that we consider
that all points of the contour are observed at once. Usually,a
mobile platform will increase the portion of the contour it
perceives as it time progresses. Taking it account this fact
can be done by considering the description of the contour
simultaneously at shape spaces with distinct number of points,
and considering “jumps” from one dimension to the other,
that dynamically expand the length (in terms of points) of the
contours considered. This approach is currently under study.
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Fig. 6. Final shape estimate (in blue) and true shape (in red) for the data
shown in Figure 7.
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Fig. 7. Data set used in the simulation illustrated in Figure 6.
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